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GeNet - Network Scenario Generator

Open-source project: https://github.com/arup-group/genet 

Goals:

- In-memory Python representation of a multimodal transport network, schedule 
and vehicles

- Access via format-specific read & write methods
- Use to generate auxiliary files, e.g. for road pricing 
- Modify network

- Add/Remove/Modify data for graph links, nodes, transit stops, routes, services
- Keep record of the changes

- Validate + Visualise

https://github.com/arup-group/genet


Using Network - Road Pricing

- We use OSM IDs stored on the 
network links to decide on the toll
- intermediate CSV format, for ease of 
use, which then gets written to xml



Using Network - Benchmark snapping
GeNet network 
simplification retains 
original geometry, making 
spatial joins easier (e.g. 
snapping benchmark point 
counters) 



Modifying Network - Road Scenarios

- Increasing capacity on roads of specific type
- Adding new roads (with a geometry, to match with the rest of the network)
- Remove roads (and then use methods to verify connectivity)
All changes (to network or schedule) are recorded in a changelog table



Modifying Network - Change existing service

We closed a section of the 
Jubilee Line Service to verify 
model behaviour.



Modifying Network - Add new service

1. Read GTFS
2. Add relevant 

Service(s)
3. Snap to 

existing 
network



Validating Network - Google Directions API Speeds
GeNet generates Google Directions API requests based on a network and computes speeds 
based on the responses.



Validating Network and Schedule



Validating Network and Schedule



Thanks
https://github.com/arup-group/genet - take a look at the wiki
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